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This Week:
EWUgrad ,ma1tes Newsweek cover ...••• page 3
Jere,r,y Anderson goes io D()ngguk~ •·••... page· 7
EWU beats Idaho St. .................. page 9

For the ·record:

EWUgrad
,Todd

McFarlane.,
draws for DC
See page 6

\ Students are complaining
\that tough new anti-cheating
~ores at Oklahoma State
1
! including video taping in lecture rooms-invade their
privacy and hurt their grades
because they increase test
anxiety.

Eastern trustees
OK tuition hike
for summer school
by Chris LeBlanc

Associate Editor

Guitarist
perfoFms

Photo by Chad Hutson

Jim Greeninger treated a Spokane Center audience to a sampling

of his classical music last Saturday. Read a review of the performance on page 6

Gallery director re-hired
Since the dismissal of Eastern 's gallery director last summer, the majority of exhibits in
the gallery program had to be
cancelled. But at last week)
board of trustees meeting, representatives of the art department
announced a temporary solution
that will resurrect at least some
of the exhibits for winter and
spring quarters.
At the meeting, it was announced that the art department

would Fe-hire · former gallery
director Richard Twedt to serve
as a part-time consultant to the
gallery program.
Twedt, who had served as

gallery director for five years ,
was released last summer when
his position was eliminated because of cuts in the budget. After
Twedt's departure , the majority
of exhibits scheduled for the
Showalter Gallery , the Photography Gallery, Eastern 's Gallery of Art and th,.e Spokane
Center Gallery were cancelled.
The money to re-hire Twedt
will be generated from within the
budget of the art program by
cutting back in other areas of the
department, said Dean Bill Slater
·of the department of fine arts .
"This is a temporary solution
to assist the gallery program,' '

Slater said. " This will necessitate
doing without some other things ,
but we think it's worth it. "
The re-hiring of Twedt is on a,
temporary basis , probably
through spring quarter , said art
professor Greg Hawkins . After
that, it is not certain what will
happen to the gallery director
position.
" We'll continue to work with
our dean and Dr . (Duane)
Thompson to re-fund the position.
We're approaching it from a
positive point of view,' ' he said.
Both Hawkins and Slater ex-

·(Continaed on pqe

12)

An acade:nic load of 15 credits
will cost $600 this summer at
Eastern Washington University.
According to figures presented
to the EWU Board of Trustees at
their Jan. 16 m·eeting, one to five
credits will cost $50 per credit, six
to nine credits will cost $47 per
credit and 10 credits and above
will cost $40 per credit.
Graduate fees will be $67 for
one to five credits, $64 for six to
nine credits and $57 for 10 credits
and above.
Thus, an undergradu~te and a
graduate student enrolling in
summer school for 10 credits will
pay $400 and $570 respectively .
This is approximately the same
as fees during the regular academic year ; however, during
summer school students will pay
for every credit, as opposed to the
flat fee of $404 and $570 for 10-18
credits during the regular academic year, said Eastern Vice
President and Provost for Academic Affairs Duane Thompson in a
letter to University President H.
George Frederickson.
Along with changes in the fee
schedule, tuition reductions normally offered to Southeast Asia
veterans and university full-time
faculty and staff will not be
available. Last summer 30 Southeast Asia veterans and 42 faculty
and staff took advantage of the
tuition reductions, according to
University Registrar Melanie
Bell.
The tuition reductions which
will still be offered during the
regular academic year allow full time un iversity faculty and staff
to enroll for one to six credits for
$5, and seven or eight credits for
the $5 fee plus . a $11. dollar bond

and indenture fee . Southeast Asia
veterans are eligible to have
full-time tuition reduced to $153,
said Bell.
Students will not be the only
ones affected by the changes in
the summer program as all faculty teaching this summer will sign
what has become known as a
make-or-break contract, said
Thompson.
''The total budget is generated
from enrollment.. . (The make-orbreak contract) refers to the
class a person is teaching. Is it
going to make or is it going to
break (in terms of enrollment),"
said Thompson. "We can only
pay out in salary the amount we
get in revenue.''
Problems associated with en- ·
roJJment shortfaUs wllJ be handled on a school by school basis.
"We know what the enrollment
has to be so, if, for example, we
see the enrollment for the school
of business is going to be low, that
school will have a teduced budget," said Thompson.
The faculty within the school
will decide if the reduction will be
taken proportionately by all faculty or · if faculty with lower
enrollment in their classes will be
paid less, said Thompson.
On the positive side for students, Thompson and his staff are
reworking the figures in an effort
to reduce summer tuition . The
fee for over 10 credits may be
dropped to $20, said Thompson .
" The decisions have to be made
on that by Friday," Thompson
said .
The new policies are due to a
mandate from the legislature,
given in June, that the three
regional universities , Central ,
Western a nd Eastern Washington
(Continued on page 2)

Positions to open
on student council
Applications will be available
J a n. 30, in PUB 303 for students
interested in filing for upcoming
elections on three council and
three executive posi tions this
quarter .
Elections will be J}eld for Associate Student Council J)('Sitions
four , fiv e a nd s ix as well as
president, vice president and
finance vice president. Electees
will take office March 21 .
. To qualify for a council posiltion, a student must maintain a
2.0 GPA, have completed at least

six credits fall quarter and currently be enrolled fo r six or mor e
credit .
Candidates for the executive
positions must meet all above
criteria as well as having completed a m inimum of three quarters as a full -time student a t a
high r du ation institution, one
of which must have been completed at Eastern .
Deadline for applications is
Feb. 6 at 5 p.m . Primary elections will be held Feb . 20, follow-'
ed by general elections on Feb.
'l:l .
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EWU Indian Studies magazine
gets grant for publication in '86
by Chris LeBlanc

Associate Editor

Eastern Washington University is making great strides in the
field of Native American studies.
As the publishing ground for
The Wicazo Sa Review, a journal
of Native American Studies,
Eastern is home for one of the
few academically~riented magazines on Indian studies in the
world.
.
The L.J. Skaggs and Mary C.
Skaggs Foundation has recently ·
awarded Eastern with· a $2,000
grant for publication of the journal in 1986.
''Two thousand dollars is a
fairly small amount but they (the
foundation) have indicated a continuing interest,'' said Wicazo Sa
Review Editor and EWU professor Elizabeth Cook-Lynn. "This
is not a one ti me shot. There is an
implied collaboration that might
last over two or three years of
publication. At least we hope so.''
The intent of 'the journal is to
complement research and schol- ·

Police Report

.,

was estimated to have $450 in
damages, was discovered at 1: 52
a.m. Jan. 19. University police
have no suspects.
•-'ohn Van Hom, arrested Jan.
9 after shooting marbles through
car windows with' a slingshot,
was found guilty of reckle!;s
endangerment and malicious
mischjef .in Cheney Municipal
Court; Jan. 16.
Van· Hom received an $80 fine
for th~ reckless endangerment
charge, and another $80 fine for
the malicious ·mischief charge.
He received a sentence of 30 days
in jail for both charges but had
the jail time suspended. In addition Van Horn was placed on 12
months probation.- He was also
ordered to pay for the damages,
which totaled $199.

Tuition from page I---_,;,__
Universities convert to a self-sustaining summer school program
as opposed to a state-funded
pr~gram that previously existed.
At Western Washington University, a 15 percent surcharge is
being tacked onto the regular
academic year tuition. Rather
than the $404 and $570 tuition for
undergraduate and graduate students respectively, the summer
tuition will jump to $460 and $660.

This fee is however a flat rate for
10-18 credits, according to Registrar and Director of Summer
Session Gene Omey.
Western· is also rescinding
Southeast Asia veterans and fulltime faculty and staff tuition
reductions, .said Omey. ·
Officials at C~ntral Washington
University were unavailable !or
'
.
comment at press time.
·
\

7~(!..

Lynn.

Although the circulation of the
magazine is quite small, somewhere in the hundreds, the magazine dows boast foreign subscribers in countries such as Italy,
Denmark and Japan. The journal
is funded through subscriptions,
advertising and grants, said
Cook-Lynn.
Working along with Cook-Lynn
are four associate editors: .Beatrice Medicin, University of Calgary; William Willard, Washington State University; Roger Buffalohead, former · director of indian studies at the University of
Minnesota and Roxanne DunbarOrtiz, California State University, Hayford.
The journal is published
through the English and Indian

~

by Jess Walter

Associate News Editor

Twenty-four twenty-four University Place, Cheney's fourth
low-income family apartment
complex, is scheduled to open
Sept. 1 in the face of budget cuts
which have left th~ future of such
projects bleak.
In its 1984 General ~Ian, the
Cheney Planning Comµiission
said, "An urgent need exists for
the private sector to develop
future low-cost housing, mainly
for college students."
But according to Marylyn
Simon of the Seattle office of
Housing and Urban Development, fands for subsidized housing under the HUD program have
been depleted.
"I don't see that there will be
more money available because of
the budget cuts,'' said Simon.
Planner Tom Richardson believes that Cheney's problem
may have gotten better since the
. 1984 plan, because the overall
vacancy rate has gone up, but
admits that may not be a precise
indicator.
Cheney Realty's Gary Geschke, who is developing the new
apartments ~t 2424 University
Pla~e. · d~s see a need for lowincome housing, however. Chen-ey Re~lty's first low-income com'plex, 2-~ University Place, currently ha~ a one-year waiting list.
Cheney's otber two existing complexes, Park View and Cheney

qualify for the subsidized apartGarden Apartments have simiments, applicants must make
larly long waiting lists.
less than $10,100 a11d be an
Geschke has begun to take
American citizen. In addition,
applications and anticipates little
problem filling the new apartthey must live with a person
ments, although they will be
related
by blood or marriage, or
funded by the Farmer's Home
be handicapped .or over 62 yeas
Subsidy and not the government.
So rather than paying rent based on 40 percent of a fam.ily's
• , of -age.
income, the apartments will haV'e
.. ·Cheney ;- ,Gaden Apartments
a flat ' rate'. · Geschke s ays )thit
have
40 HUD subsidized units,
rate will be comparable to the
one-bedroom rent of $209 a month and manager Erline Jones estimates that 90 percent of those are
and two-bedroom rent of $ioo a
month paid at 16 of the 2400
filled by EWU students. While
University Place apartments. In
she says the waiting list for
addition, the apartments will be
one-bedroom apartments can
built using the same energy
range from six months to one
conservation methods which
year, .one woman has been waitmake the average utility paying for a three-bedroom apartment ~t the 2~ complex, accordment since 1982.
ing to Geschke, a~out $30 .
Applicants must show need and
must include the incomes of all
household members. Unlike the
HUD-funded apartments however, residents don't have to be
related.
Twelve of 2400 University
Place's apartmets are on the
HUD rent subsidy plan, in which
rent is bas~ on 40 percent of the
tenants income and utilities are
paid for.
Park View · Apartments, 313
Erie, have 44 units receiving
HUD subsidies, and 45 others
with a flat rate lower than the rate
at 2400 University Plaf e. To

LUNCHEON MENU

I

Porn documentary·show~it all

Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Thurs.. Jan. 23 Tomato Soup, Cr. Ham/Chse. Sandwich,Beef/Mushroom Casserole, Deli Bar, White & Banana Bread
Peanut Butter Bars
Fri.• Jan. 24
Boston Clam Chowder, Creole Spaghetti, Hamburger,
Fries, Deli Bar, White & WW Bread, Oatmeal Cookies
Sat., Jan. 25
BRUNCH
Sun., Jan. 26

BRUNCH

Mon., Jan. 27

Cream of Mushroom Soup, Hamburger/Fries, Macaron:
& ChceSc, Deli Bar, White & Pumpkin Bread, Snickerdoodles
Tomato Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuit, Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Deli Bar, White & Rye Bread, Ginger Snaps
Chicken Noodle Soup, Piu.a Cheese Sandwich, Bacon
Blµgers/Fries, Deli Bar, White & WW Brea4 Chocolate
Chip Cookies

Tws.,Jan. 28
Wed, Jan. 29

studies departments here at
Eastern. The editorial staff of the
journal solicits manuscripts from
across the country and make the
editorial decisions regarding
their publication.
Native American studies first
began g~ining rt:cognition ip 1970
when a convocation of Native
American Scholars was held at
Yale University, according to
Cook-Lynn.
"(In 1970) Native American
studies was just beginning to be
talked · about. A lot of development has occurred in the fifteen
years since," said Cook-Lynn.
Now there are substantial
course offerings at universities
across the country, including
EWU which offers a minor in
Indian studies and is designed to
·compl~ment degrees such as ·history, social work . and political
science for people who may be
working with Native Americans
in their careers, noted CookLynn.

Low-income family apartlllents
to open despite budget cuts

Student assaults RA
A 19-year~ld Morrison Hall
resident was arrested Sunday,
Jan. 19, after urinating in a
Louise Anderson Hall practice
room, then assaulting a Streeter
Hall Resident Adviser who tried
to apprehend him.
Daryl N: Vanlieu, 502 Morrision
Hall, was charged with assault,
malicio~,mischief, ·a nd minor in
possessiQn .. The mali~ious mischief charge also includes a
broken window on a Streeter Hall
door that he hit while he was
fleeing . He will appear in Cheney
Municipal Court Jan. 30 at 3 p.m.
In other campus news last
week:
•Vandals hit the rolling . fire
door on the Streeter Hall Main
Office, _knocking a microwave
oven to the floor. The oven, which

arships in the field of Native
American studies.
"As you can imagine, our
major audience is teachers at
universities and people involved
in the development of curricula
( in Indian studies)," said Cook-

by Deryk Terril
Easterner Staff
A capacity crowd at the· Wo-

1

men's Center viewed a public
screening of the film "Not a Love
Story,'' a documentary exploring
the world of pornography through
the eyes of those involved in its
making and distribution.
Wednesday's screening was
followeal>y"an audience discussir>n ·under the direction of JoAnn
R:iy ap<.t Susan Murty of the
School of Social Work, along with
Ed Church of Campus Minister.ies.
"Not a 1-'w e Story" exposes the

unsuspecting viewer to the shocking realities of the porno industry; actual photo sessions from
Hustler M11gazine, pornographic
video arcades, live sex acts, and
candid interviews with the people
directly involved.
According to the film, in the
span of twelve yean the ~~le of
pornographic materials grew
from $5.1 million to an industry
grossing over $5 billion a year. .
Of the 10 most profitable magazines on the newstand, six are
"men's entertainment" magazines. 'lbe top two of these,
Playboy and Penthouse, have a

combined circulation greater
than Time and Newsweek put
together.
The film suggests that men
seek domination within sexual
relat~onships. "Pornography is
filled with images of women in
silence," a writer interviewed in
the film stated.
Ray expressed feelings of "anger and sadness" after &ef?h'ag the
film. The audience also seemed
to share much of the same
emotion, as they voiced senti .
men~ ranging from "disgust" 1,o
"an overwhelming sense of helplessness."

I
/
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EWU grad opens up
about growing up gay

Job opportunities
The following is a list of representatives who will be on campus to
interview students looking for employment. For further information,
contact the Career Planning and Placement Office, SHW 310.
EDUCATION INTERVIEWS
January30
Representatives from the Wenatchee School District will be on

by Molly Anselmo
Editor

campus to interview candidates qualified in elementary, middle
school math, secondary science, English, Spanish, K-12 special
education, and counseling. SIGN-UP BEGINS Jan. 17.

Growing up homosexual isn't
an easy thing to come to grips
with, let alone share with family
and friends. Kelly Chronister has
not only come to terms with his
homosexuality, he revealed it to
millions of readers in a recent
Newsweek magazine article.
Chronister, a 1981 Eastern
graduate, appeared on the Jan. 13
Newsweek magazine cover entitled ''Growing Up Gay-One
Family's Crisis."
In the article, the 26-year-old
details the emotional difficulties
he had to deal with in high school
and college, and how he was I
finally able to admit his homosexuality to himself and his
family.
After three frustrating years of
listening to "fag" .jokes and
making excuses for not having
dates in high school, Chronister
got his chance io "escape" from
his hometown of Vancouver,
Wash., when he cam~ to college
in Cheney.
In a recent phone· interview,
Chronister said he spent his first
· year at Eastern living in• Pearce
Hall, participating in the "typical
first year dorm activities." But,
he said, he never developed any
close friendships at college because of the fear his friends
would find out about his homosexuality.
"The closer I became with

February7

Barbara Wright, of the Rento-, School District, will talk with
graduates interested in positions for elementary, secondary science,
math, industrial arts, business education, and K-12 special education.
SIGN-UP BEGINS Jan. 24.
February 18

Barbara McCormack, of the University of Alaska Placement
Center, will give a presentation concerning potential teaching
positions in Alaska, application procedures, and assistance her office
may provide graduates of EWU. SIGN-UP BEGINS Feb. 7.
February 19

Representatives from· the •Public Sch~I Personnel Cooperative in
Olympia will interview education graduates in all areas and levels.
SIGN-UP BEGINS Feb. 7
.

BUSINESS AND INDUSfflY INTERVIEWS
February4

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDTI A(;ENCY will interview accounting majors for Auditor Trainee positions. A Group Information Session will be held in Sh 309 from 8:30 to 9 a.m. followed by
individual interviews. •u.s. Citizenship required. SIGN-UP BEGINS
Jan. 22.
Februai·y 13 and 14
SEAFIRST NATIONAL BANK will be on campus interviewing

seniors for Programmer/Management Trainee positions in Data
Processing. Students from all Business disciplines may apply.
PRE-SELECTION BASIS ONLY. Submit letter of application,
resume, transcripts and placement file to the Placement Office, Sh
310, no later than noon on January 24th. •u.s. Citizenship required.
February 19
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. will inter-

view seniors for Marketing/Management Trainee positions. Students
from ANY discipline may apply. PRE-SELECTION BASIS ONLY.
Submit letter of application, resume, and placement file to Placement
Office. Sh 310, no later than noon on February 12lh. •u.s. Citizenship
required.

someone, male or female, the
more I wanted to share with
them. Then I was afraid if they
knew, they would try to hari:n me
or wouldn't be my friend."
An honor student in business
man~gement, Chronister said
that other than participating in
some intramural activities, he
spent most of his time by himself,
sometimes going to movies or the
Cheney bowling alley.

"I swam and played volleyball
an~ lifted weights. I put tens of
thousands of miles on my bike
riding to Turnbull and the airport. Those are the things I did
instead of meeting people."
It wasn't until after he graduated and returned home to Vancouver that Chronister could admit ti.is feelings to his parents.
Althoogh they didn't want to
be1ieve it at first, they are
grc1dually learning to accept their
son's lifestyle.
Lo'lking back, Chronister says
-it was much harder to live with
the facade of being straight than
to come out in the open and face
the consequences. But he adds, it
was also harder then because
there weren't gay support groups
around like there are today.
"There needs to be those
groups so you can talk to other
people," he said.

Today Chronister lives in Portland with his boyfriend, Randy
Ponce, whom he met two years
ago. He's beyond the point of
worrying about what other people
may think when the two go out
t_ogether.
"I don't care, so why should
they?" he asks. "People are
always looking for cause and
effect. They should just be happy
that we're happy."
Since the magazine came out
on Jan. 13, Chronister said he has
received nothing but encouraging
responses from readers.
He ~as received several requests to appear on radio and
television shows across the country, but most of those are "on the
back burner right now.'' The only
one currenUy in the works is an
appearance on the nationallytelevised Sally Jesse Raphael
talk show.
Chronister says he has been
pleased with the reaction to the
article so far, but he thinks the
more negative responses will appear as letters to the editor of
Newsweek.

"I think the anger will be more
toward the magazine for publicizing the (gay) issue. It will be
interesting to see what the letters
will say," he said. "I've had calls
from almost every state and
virtually every,me has been positive. It's really amazing how
people reach out."

February25
A FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION representative will

discuss SPECIAL AGENTS and LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS opportunities in a Group Information Session for ALL MAJORS. •u.s.
Citizenship required. SIGN-UP BEGINS Feb. 17.
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This weekend at
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SOPERBURGER ...... ~ $1.29 I
Meat patty, American cheese and ham with all I
I
the trimmings including tomato.
I
Expires February 5, 1986
I
I
I
12041st
Mon.•Thurt. 11 a.m.•10 p.m.
a Sat. 11 a.m.-12 Midnight
Sun.-"Re1tlng"

Fri.

·---------·

Phone Ord~r~ Welcome

235-6126
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Ct.UB
PUB
TOP 40 MUSIC

by: "THE MOTIVES" - Plus:
A free Rock & Roll poster f 1or
the 1st 20 people, and reco:rd
giveaway trom ·1.0 p.m.-1 a.m. inc-luding
"The Rolling Stones" and "Bruce Springsteen"
A/I-age nightclub in the PUB 2nd floor lounge- No Cover
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editorial
Board should reconsider
funding for art director
There is no getting around budget cuts. Every time we turn
around, another class is dropped and another academic department
is asked to tighten its belt up one notch.
One of the most recent victims of the budget hatchet is the art
department ·when it came time last year to see who could spare
what, it w2.s decided by Eastern's trustees tha t the art department
could do without a gallery director. In light of chat decision, Richard
Twedt, who served as-Eastern's gallery dinJctor for five years, was
released because there was no more mone,· to pay him.
Since Twedt's release, art students and faculty have rallied and
appealed to the boar~ of truc;tees to reinstate the gallery director
position.
At the board's December meeting, supporters presented the
trustees with a petition stating among other things, that the 1,700
students enrolled in Eastern's art program are not receiving the
education they paid for .
It was the reasoning of the administration that the duties of the
gallery director could be taken over by an instructor within the art
department. What they failed to c_o nsider is the job of gallery
director is a specialized one that requires a full-time commitment.
After Twedl's dismissal, the majority of scheduled exhibits were
cancelled.
In an attempt to help restore Eastern's program, the art
department has come up with a Band-Aid solution--to hire a gallery
director on a consuh.0ry basis. This action will bring back some of
the shows that had been cancelled, but it won't bring the program
back to the status it held with a full-time gallery director.
Twedt deserves thanks for his willingness to come back and help
with the program, even though it can only be on a less 'than half-time
basis. The fact that Eastern's gallery program was probably one of
the top two in the state at the time of Twedt's departure proves that
he is a necessary part of the gallery operation.
When deciding on a budget for next year, the board should take
into consideration that the gallery program serves more than an
aesthetic purpose. It is also used as a learning tool for art students.
Many times exhibits directly relate -to what students are studying in
their classes.
In moving to eliminate the gallerY, director, the board didn't act in
the best interest of students or the community. Let's hope that when
they have the opportunity to approve next year's budget, they will
realize the mistake and reconsider~funding a full-time director for
next year's gallery program.
·

~~ 'HOO~~ \Ya~Y ~
~~ ·5uc.c.e~~~t>?

\r ,

To the editor:
Parking lot errior clariified
I would like to clarify your story and editorial
on the Cheney Planning Commission's action
concerning off-campus parking lots. The proposal to allow commercial parking lots within 300
ft. of the campus in residential zones is part of ,a
draft zoning ordinance now being considered by
the Planning Commission. The hearing has been
continued to February loth. The commission's
vote on January 1:Jth was to tentatively approve
the wording contained in the draft ordinance.

The proposal will not become effective until after
the Planning Commission submits the draft
ordinance to City Council for adoption.
Until the City Council approves the proposal,
no commercial parking lot projects will be
accepted for review by the P.lanning Commis. . .. ,, ~ , I ,, ,'
sion.
~

•
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Tom tychardson
Planni9g Coordinator
' City of Cheney
I

~~CAA ruling should
:end 'dumb jock' image

'Pro-community' students addre~sed
\

I now readily understand why President
Reagan previews all media pictures of himself
for publication prior to seeing himself on the
front page ... UGH!
However, picture aside, I commend your
objective reporting of the January 10 meeting of
the Cheney Planning Commission. One correction needs to be addressed. My thrust for
re-definition of the word, "family," has always
been concerned with numbers, NOT marital
status .
It is not my desire or intent to monitor who
lives in a rental, no matter where it is located in
Cheney. I am attempting to bring back some

realistic number of persons that can occupy
dwellings, owned, in some instances, by uncaring or absentee landlords. It is these homes that
reduce the aesthetic and monetary value of other
homes in those neighborhoods, regardless of
zoning codes. I understand precisely why it
becomes necessary for several people to live
together. Rents in Cheney almost always exceed
those of nearby areas.·
Again, I thank you for your participation and
encourage any pro-community student to be
present at the Febr~ary 10 Planning Commission
.meeting.

Recent NCAA rulings have spark~d controversy and worry across
college campuses and opponents of the rulings have good reason to
be concerned.
Drugs have been involved in athletics for some time now and they
are almost to the point where they are being accepted among
athletic departments as unavoidable.
Anabolic steroids are a big concern among doctors as to the safety
of taking them. Marijuana and other street drugs also offer risk for
athletes taking them.
The NCAA ignored the problem of drugs among athletes until the
first of this year when they approved drug-testing among college
athletes.
·
'
Pat Reagan
Tests will be conducted during bowl games and championships.
The NCAA is now finally cracking down on a very serious ,.
problem, and with the help of the universities, the drug problem
among so many of our college athletes will be eliminated.
This ruling may have many athletes who use drugs or take
steroids wo.r ried. Good. Athletes are looked up to by society and
C~ncerning the act of cowardly vandalism of tolerance of those whom we deem to be social
setting an exampi~ on and off the field is important.
the GLSA office, the attack on one of its deviates. Social deviates in this case being the
Dumb jocks.
.
members, and those brave, broad-minded indivi- perpetrators of Nazi-style destruction and mindYou hear that :saying all of the time, but is it true? According to
duals responsible for the above, the members of less violence. Without reservation, we condemn
recent NCAA reports a large portion of the athletes are not meeting
Pi Sigma Alpha, the government ·honor society, these acts--while pitying those who find. it
proper academic requirements. So the NCAA decided to amend
would like to make public our opinion on the necessary to behave in such a fashion.
Proposition 48. The rule puts standardized test scores from ACT or
aforementioned.
Pi Sigma Alpha fully supports the GLSA and
SAT tests into ~he academic requirements.
While the membership of Pi Sigma Alpha wishes its membership to know that our
Previously, the athlete had to have C-minus grades in order to
appreciates dissimilar persons and finds worth organization acknowledges its right to exist.
compete. With the new ruling students must also have minimum
in this d_iversity, we res.erve the right to limit our
The full membership of Pl Sigma Alpha
scores on ACT or SAT tests.
Black educators, particularly in the south, oppose this measure . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ _ _ _ J
saying the tests are . from the viewpoint of a middle-class white
male.
.
r-----....;;..--.....------""=~=~s.~'Z:b=::".,:r"~ --:----.:-~~
This isn't a black or white issue. It is an educated or uneduc·a ted
issue. Black athletes tend to perform worse on tests like these than
•
do white athletes, according to the NCAA.
The black athletes should still be able to read, write and perform
math equations ,Jte any other athelte. The ACT and SAT test
academic achievement, they don't make racial distinctions;
This ruling only applies to Division 1 schools, but it should apply to
Division 2 and 3 schools'as well.
Black or white students in these divisions should also be able to
perform minimurn1r~uirements which would lay to rest the "dumh

Government frat supports GLSA

jock" image.

·

•
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------------------------------------------------------------------Lo,nmentary from Chris LeB/anc

A Gri111m solution proposed

to ~eap needed summer funds
Eastern, Central and Western
Washington universities' hopes of
the legislature reinstating funding for the 1986 summer session
are faint at best.
Eastern last week asked the
legislature to re-channel $366,000
into its budget. The total amount
requested from the three regional
universities combined is $1.2 million.
Strikes against the efforts of
the regional universities include
the University of Washington's
suggestion that re-instating funding is not necessary and during
the legislative testimony, the
summer session problem has
fallen as the number two priority.
Topping the priority list is a
live percent increase for state
employees which, according lo
statements from Gov. Booth
Gardner, they are not going to
get.
The governor has indicated a
salary increase for state employees of two or maybe three percent. A five percent increase is
not possible without an increase
in taxes. With this in mind, wny
then are the regional universities
pushing for a five percent increase ahead of summer session
funding?
In the case of EWU, we may
look to the heat university President H. George Frederickson has
been taking from faculty lately,
and the promise he made to
pursue a faculty pay increase as
the num)>er one priority.
Realistically I there is a serious
problem Iwith the facuity salary
level in the state. It has fallen far

behind compatible universities in
other states like California. The
universities are correct in emphasizing a salary increase over
summer session funding.
If it's a pay increase they want,
it's a pay increase they will get,
but at two or three percent.
However, after computing a
state-employee salary increase
into the budget, it is highly
dol.lbtful there will be enough
money left to re-instate summer
session funding.

In all this chaos,
we have been presented with one
solution -that has
perha,s been overlooked because of
it's initial distaste:
a lamb in the guise
of a lion.
This compounds the problem
with faculty salary. Faculty who
teach during the summer receive
22 percent of their .nine-month
salary during that time. With
faculty salaries ~.t. the level they
are, mar,.y faculty tiu-n to summer school to help make ends
meet. · ·
There is high probapility that
due ttr increased tuition, m~ny
students who, under; normal conditions, would attend summer
school will not. If this happens,
sufficient funds will not be genera~e-1 to pay faculty at full
salary. Faculty with lower enroH-

ment in their classes will have to
teach at lower compensation or
not at alJ.
In all this chaos, we have been
presented with one solution that
has perhaps been overlooked because of its initial distaste: a
lamb in the guise of a lion.
Rep. Dan Grimm (D-P.uyallup), House Ways and Means
Committee chair, has introduced .
a bill that contains the components necessary to alJeviate the
problem. Grimm proposes the
legislature rescind state support
for intercollegiate athletics. In
the case of Eastern, in excess of
$500,000 would be shaved from
the budget; however, a source in
Grimm's office said · the bill
comes as a policy statement, not
an attempt to tighten the budget.
"There is no intention to take
the money away (from the universities),'' said the spokesman.
This bill, in the case at Eastern,
means students would have to
'
'
pay approximately $75 per year additional tuition for athletics to
maintain its current level of
funding; however, the $500,000
the state currently funds the
university for athletics could be
used to fund summer school.
Perhaps the $134,000 beyond the
$366,000 neces~'lary for sustaining
summer session could be used to
decrease summer tuition as a
bonus to students.
Regardless, $75 extra during

the regular academic year is
certainly more attractive than
$200 extra in the summer. If the
above course could be taken,
summer school would. again be a
viable option for students wishing
to expedite graduation time.

Walter's
Words

Studying abroad
can be hard work
by Jess Walter

Associate News Editor

Many college students would
give a limb or an internal organ
for the chance to study abroad.
<Many college students would
rather study a broad, but they
have those over there too.) For
most, the financial burden proves
too much. However, there are
some foreign education opportunities that are available to the less
than wealthy college student. The
following are some of the overseas educational packages that
are available:
PLU-The Palestine Liberation
University is offering fellowships
and scholarships in several areas
including: Terrorism, Theory of
Terrorism, Fun with Terrorism,
Terrorist Cooking, Terrorist
Fashion <Khaki 101), Terrorism
and Athletics, Creative Bombing
and Bombing for Dollars. Located somewhere in Lybia, PLU has
a fun campus life too. The annual
"Hostage Dance, 11 where students kidnap their date, is a
favorite. The seven on-campus
fraternities give a new meaning
to panty raiding. Deans Abu
Nidal and Muammar Kaddafi say
that PLU graduates will know
how to hijack everything from
bowling alleys to mobile homes:
UAN-The Univeristy of America at Nicaragua is placing students in its CIA-backed Contra

College program. Students
should have experience with
automatic weapons and are
urged to play for the Fighting
Contra Football Team. The-UAN
catalogue says "Come stop the
evil Nicaraguan Government
from killing innocent women and
children by killing other innocent
women and children." President
Ronald Reagan himself is overseeing this cultural exchange and
a similar program is being considered with the cooperation of the
El Salvadoran Government.
SASU-The internationally acclaimed black studies program at
South Africa State University will
be accepting applicants this
spring. Dean P. W. Botha says
"Our university will teach that
there is freedom for all. 11 Only
white students will be accepted.
A .fine journalism program is
also offered at SASU, where
journalists sit around all day,
staying away from riots and
demonstrations so that they
won't cause riots and demonstrations.
FE&E-The French Ecology
and Espionage Institute is accepting applicants for its Greenpeace internships. In past years
FE&E has had little trouble
placing bombs, I mean interns, in
the Greenpeace organization. Applicants should be heavily in
f~vor of nuclear testing.

Donating blood proves safe
despite false AIDS threats
by Chris Derrick

Easterner Staff

With a swoop of His mighty hand, God in
Heaven has sent the scourge AIDS to punish and
ultimately kill evil homosexuals.

..

_Ullllctft!i

'

· ~J

p.m.,
.
. 1Baltimore,nap.m., Unlvenlty'nlutre.
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At least that's the version of Jerry Falwell,
whona without a doubt is the wisest person to
ever walk the Earth.
It w,i>~d be presumptuous of me to ask Jerry
why God didn't send a special AIDS package to
Gr·eece 200(', years ago or why He's not batting
l.000 against those degenerate limp-wrists now.
After aii, I've been to church before and already
know the knee-jerk reply to alJ unanswered
theologica\ enigmas. <' "But why must He move
in so many mysterious ways, Pastor Dan?")
Whatever is the truth about God, homosexuals,
or Jerry Falwell (not being any of the three, I
would demur SPf.-culation), Aunt Pearl and many
other folks are terrified of AIDS. We aren't just
being bombarded by Bible-toting homophobes
with keys to the quarantine rooms ready in their
sweaty-palms. Well-intentioned but unenlightened parents are demanding that infected children,
who will never live long enough to realize their
sexual identities, be yanked out of clas~roo'ms.
Linda Evans and other geniuses are waging the
Great Saliva Battle, which may culminate in
raising the handshake to an art form.
As ir1significant individuals, we will never
influence gay-maligners, overzealous parents,
or solemn Hollywood act()rs, even if we collaborated. and formed an ir.significant group. Trying
to put a cork in Mour.c Vesuvius isn't a good idea .
Each of us can, however, take one-half hour and
do something to decelerate the AIDS frenzy .

We can give blood.
People being people, facts have been misconstrued and thousands of confused sorts believe
that AIDS can be contracted by donating blood.
Supplies are 10 percent lower nation-wide. For
people who need blood, this means they can be
added to the list of groups directly injured
because the public misunderstands AIDS.
Clear evidence indicates that if you are
cautious in your sexual practices, avoid using
intravenous drugs, and never receive a transfusion from tainted blood ( blood banks screen their
donors for this), you will sidestep AIDS and live
long enough to see Rambo Ill and Rocky V. If
you wish to retain skepticism, then at least try to
understand one thing about blood-donating:
every donor is stabbed with a bright, new needle.
You won't get AIDS from giving blood any more
than you'll ever win the Publisher's Clearing
House Sweepstakes and lure Jessica Lange away
from Sam Shepard. Or vice-versa.
· The time and money you spent on Christmas
shopping for Uncle Elmer's new gray tie is to be
commended, I suppose, but there is a present
that you can give which takes 30 minutes, costs
nary a penny, and may save a life. I probably
don't have to drop my hints as to what gift I'm
recommending, but it won't hang in Elmer's
closet.
Yes, admittedly, the needle hurts briefly going
in, but the pain is less than that incurred by the
odd things people do to their ears and noses.
Whether you want to strike back at AIDS
propagandists or do a simple, kind act, pleaseconsider giving blood. Anyway, Jerry Falwell
may need a pint someday and his Moral Majority
members may be hiding in their AIDS shelters.
I
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'Other' guitar
show superb

EWU grad lands
DC Comics job

by Eric Albrecht
Features Editor

does look them over in order to
keep up with the work his peers
are producing.

by Brian Farmer

Special to the Easterner

What if comic book heroes like
Superman never knew what it
McFarlane's wife Wanda, who
was like to fly, or Batman was
is
currently majoring in biology
never able to grit his teeth and
here
at Eastern, remembers that
curse evil villains under his
at
first
she thought McFarlane's
breath?
hobby of collecting comic l)ooks
Without people like 24-year-old
was "a little weird," but, she
Todd McFarlane, a former Eastadded, the fact that the comics he
ern Washington University Stuhad were worth some money
dent, neither the heroes nor
made the collection a little more
millions of comic book readers
credible-.
would be able to experhmce such
things. McFarlane brings a total- - Since then, she says she has
ly fantasized world to life as a
learned to appreciate the fact
comic book illustrator for DC
that comic books do nave some
Comics.
literary varne, but McFarlane
McFarlane who attended Ea.stsays his wife's initial reaction
ern on a baseball scholarship,
wasn't all that unusual.
graduated last spring with a
"Many pe.!)p}e think you are
bachelor's degree in liberal arts
weird if you collect comic books
with an emphasis in graphic art.
after grade school age, but if you
The young artist says his field
draw for them everyone thinks
is a difficult one to break into and
it's the neatest job in the world,"
practiced by very few people in
he said.
the Northwest. To the best of his
'Two months before graduating
knowledge, there is only one
from
Eastern, McFarlane began
other person illustrating comic ·
sending samples of his work to
books in the Washington, Oregon
comic companies. For every 15
and Idaho area. He estimates
examples he sent, he estimates
that between Marvel Comics,
he received seven responses--all
which controls about 60 percent
of
those rejections.
of the market, and DC Comics
He· finally got on with Marvel
which holds about 30 percent,
Comics and· began to work for
only between 200 and 300 people
them two weeks before he graduare employed.
ated. Since then, he has begun to
McFarJane grew up in Calgary,
illust'rate
for· "Infinity Inc.," a
Alberta, where he began ~is
book
published
by DC Comics,
comic book collection when he
now
oo
its
23rd
issue.
The comic
was 16. He says he· doesn't read
is
based
on
characters
who are
comic books anymore, but he
.the offspring of now married or

Don't Be Fooled By
Expensive Imitations
It's easy to be confused. After all,
there are lots of beige PCs on the
market. The KAYPRO PC, however, has some very distinguishing
characteristics. For starter~.
two disk drives and monitor are
standard. The KAYPRO PC screen
boasts the best of both
worlds - great color
graphics .and perfect highresolution text. And,
unlike the competition,
the KAYPRO PC has a
keyboard just like the
expensive IBM PC AT
- s~curity lock
and all .

'\

,.

/

The KAYPRO PC, with its
8088 CPU and 256K RAM (expandable to 640K), provides 100%
IBM PC or PC XT compatibility. It's got nine slots for easy expandability
and service. Plus, every KAY PRO PC buyer gets a generous collection
of quality business software, such as WordStar, absolutely free.
But, best of all, you can distinguish the KAYPAO PC from the others
by the sticker on the box that says "Made in the U.S.A." See th·e
KAYPRO PC difference at your Kaypro dealer. You'll know that
ICllypro •••n• Busln••• - No Fooling!

Todd McFarlane's handiwork
dead superheroes such as the
Gree:n Lantern and Hawkman.
McFarlane says he would like
to continue what he's doin~ for
the next ten years or so. Contrary
to what would seem like a logical
goal for an illustrator, McFarlane has no desire to draw
well-known comic book characters. He says the popular heroes
like Batman and Wonder Woman
do poorly in comic book sales and
are only kept alive because of the
money they bring in for merchandisers. The books that do best in
sales, he says, are ones like
"Infinity Inc." which join together many heroes to defend justice.
Some drawbacks to his work,
McFarlane says, are that the
industry is highly competitive
and very unpredictab]e.
'' I cou]d get a phone call
tomorrow and I'll be out of work,
or my salary might be doubled,"

hesai<t,
He may even be asked to
illustrate for a comic book that
has already been cancelled because someone will be needed to
finish the series and tie up loose
ends.
What he does like about his job
is the flexibility of his work
schedule and the fact that express mail service allows him ~o
live anywhere he wants to <his
employer, DC Comics, is loc~~ed
in New York city). He class1f1es
the income, which includes a
base salary plus royalties, as
"okay,". but says there is a real
lack of benefits in the job.
Despite the tough competition,
McFarlane stresses that perser_verence can pay off if you re~llly
want to work in the field.
"It's easy to get discouraged,"
he says "(but) all it takes is for
I
one person
to like your stuff .II
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Blending music, comedy and
theology, the Thursday Night
Club returns to Eastern Washington University tonight for a free
concert in Sbowalter Hall at 7
p.m.
Kurt Lash and Kevin Loomer, •
1984 Whitman College graduates,
combine origina] music, dramatic reading and humorous skits to·
entertain and raise questions
about contemporary culture.
The two will speak this morning in a Religion in the Arts class,
10 to 11 a.m. in Patterson 103 .
. They will also hold a seminar for
anyone interested in Christian
artistic expression this afternoon
at 1: 30 in PUB 3 B,.

ADVERl'ISING REP -

z I

i

Thursday Night
Club returns

, CAMPUS .

1
•

Special Hours: 12 • 9
Trademarks:
IBM. International Business Machines;
WordStar, MicroPro International

Spokane was treated to two
different brands of guitar music
this past weekend. Sunday night,
Joe Perry of the hard-rock group
Aerosmith attempted to heat up
the Coliseum. Less well ~ttended
and infinite]y more successful
was Saturday afternoon's performance by classical guitarist Jim
Greeninger.
Greeninger's show was held at
EWU's Spokane Center and was
sponsored by EWU student activities.
Classical guitar is not my area
of expertise, nor was it most of
the audience's ~nd Greeninger
took this into account. Presenting
his show for the layman rather
than the expert, he interspersed
his show with comments on the
music he was playing, his experiences with guitar Maestro Andres Segovia, and playing golf.
Foremost however, was his
playing. With selections presented in chronological order ranging
from Renaissance to modern
Spanish, Greeninger·produced an
incredible variety of sounds emitting from one self-made guitar.
Greeninger, the Pacific Northwest's best known classical guitarist, is by no means a household
word. Yet his guitar work far
surpasses that of such "greats"
of the rock 'n' roll world like Jeff
Beck, Eric Clapton or Eddie Van .
Halen.
__
Such art rock bands as Genesis
and Yes would kill for a guitarist
as proficient as Greeninger. His
mastery of sound and texture has
to be heard to be believed. He
effectively closes the gap between rock and classical music,
proving that something your parents listen to can be good too.

Be rapomible for placin, advatisiq
materials on your caq,ua buletin boards.
Work~ mini marbtilc pnlf1IIII for
dienll IUCb u Amerkan Elprm, AT &T,
_ Sony and Sierra Cub. CboOle your own
boun. Good experience and pat money!
, For 111ore inbmtioa cal,

l•800-426-5537 9.5 pm.
(Wat.Coat time)

~,.....
Ameritan,...
5001birdA,e Wat
Seattle, WA 91119
~ ~
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.~WU geography
prof goes to Korea's
Dongguk U. to teach

·1

section of Korea that has not been
influenced as heavily by Western
traditions.
''Seoul is becoming more modern and the youth of Korea ,
especially Seoul,, is becoming
more westernized in their clothing, music, food and media desires," said Anderson.
Anderson taught English conversation classes in Kyongju,
where a majority of his students
knew hardly any English at all.
"It was hard going from teaching geography and students who
understood me, to teaching
English conversation to students
who could barely say one sentence of English."
English conversation is diffi-

by Chad Hutson
News Editor

Going from a liberal democratic culture to a foreign region
where there is limited free
speech and petition is hard
enough for a professor, but doing
it in order to teach English
instead of geography, to people
who can barely speak English
can be a real and rewarding
challenge.
That's what Jeremy Anderson,
geography teacher at EWU, did
last year. Anderson spent four
months at Eastern's sister unive~ity, Dongguk University in
Korea. The main campus located
in Seoul also has a branch campus in a small Korean community
called Kyongju and that's where
Anderson wanted to go.
. "I was picked from applicants
here at EWU through a program
that Dr. Suk-han Shin, another
EWU professor, set up for exchange of teachers," Anderson
said.
Anderson said he chose to go to
lhe branch campus located in
Kyongju because he wanted to
study and work in a small community rather than a large one
like Seoul.
."Studying small geographic
areas and cultures is my love and
I thought going to Kyongju would
allow me to study a culture I was
unfamiliar with, in the setting I
liked best,'' he said.
Ander,son was the first EWU
prof to choose Kyongju . over
· Seoul and he said the choice gave
him the opportunity to see a

Dongguk U. Campus at Kyongju.
helped him. "She provided me
with some teaching tools to help
in my transition from geography
to English."
Teaching two classes of 45 to 55
:;tudents, five days a week was
hard on Anderson who said he
also had to meet with every
student for three hours once a
week. "I originally planned to
teach a light load."
"I worked harder as a teacher
that semester than I ever have at
Eastern," Anderson said.
Anderson did learn a little
Korean during his stay and said
that most of the language barriers didn't last long because of
the Korean students' desire to
learn and work hard.
"Korean students are different
from American students because
they play hard and work hard,
but they work .a lot harder. It's
the other way around for American students," he said.
Research for Anderson was
limited because of his work load.

cult to teach, according to Anderson, but he added that having a
wife who used to teach English

but said that many of his students
would t~ke him around the countryside to study certain areas of
their culture.
"The students provided me
with a lot of insights into the
Korean culture that I might have
not had by coming here on my
own,'' Anderson said.
"One student who was Buddhist taught me about his faith and
how to enter Buddhist temples
· and it gave me an appreciation
for Buddhism.'' Anderson said he
has always considered himself a
Zen Buddhist Christian_. but the
experience in Korea provided a
new look at his own faith.
Students of Anderson's also
showed him a wide spectrum of
cultures including an area of the
size of metropolitan Seattle with
over 3 million people living there
and a small remote village out of
Kyongju.

,

new V,dy to look at life in
America.
"The Koreans use every little
bit of their land and farm it so
intensively, compared to us land
hogs over here," he said.
Anderson also said he liked the
new-found respect for him by the
Koreans.
"Korean people respect age
and knowledge and I was addressed in class as 'beloved
professor'. I sure don't hear that
often in my classes at Eastern,"
he said.
Anderson lived in a dorm on
campus which allowed him to
"get to know the students better," and he said the food was
good, but had less red meat and
more fish, poultry and vegetables.
He plans to go back, maybe
with Dr. Shin or with a group of
EWU profs, but he said his

The biggest impressions on

experience last year will be

Anderson of Korea were not
surprising, but offered to him a

something he will cherish forever.

Jazz group Free Flight visits EW-U
by Arlene Mitchell

Easterner Starr
If you are "into " Jazz or it is
the "classics" that you like, you
will have an opportunity to hear
"Free Flight" in concert Wednesday, Jan. 29, at 8 p.m. in EWU's
Showalter Auditorium.
This concert is the opening
performance of the 1986 "Music
Times Three" artist series. A
donation of $8 is requested, but
EWU students with ID are admitted free .
"Free Flight" was organized in
1981 by Jim Walker, principal
flutist with the Los Angeles Phil..... · harmonic, to give expres~ion to
his two great musical interests:
classical and jazz music. During
the group's first year, appearances were made at Hollywood
Bowl, the Mark Taper Forum and
the Tonight Show.
Wednesday's concert will be a
combination of original material.
and adaptations of classical
pieces by Bach, Beethoven, Prokofieff, and Ginastera. The
I

OVERSEAS JOBS ... Sum-

mer, yr. round. Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia.

All fields. $900-$2000
mo. Sightseeing. Free
Info. Write IJC, PO Box
52-WA2, Corona Del
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tween jazz ( by now a classical
form in its own right) and the
classics, they are treated with a
unique blend of respect and originality. Wherever one's musical
interests lie, this is inspired and
essential listening.''

--·--------------------I
·

·-------------------------~
i $5 . .
,.$5 :

I $5

Mar, CA 92625.

According to Feather, the group
"represents the final rupture of a
barrier that has been slowly
eroding.for the past 25 years. This
is no self-conscious Third Stream
gimmick; the quartet simply
r(.~ognized no distinction be-

gives Walker an intensity not
matched by his other musical
involvements. "I've played so
many classical concerts _where
you knew half of the audienc~
was asleep. I much more enjoy
the challenges "Free Flight"
gives me; I play 10,000 more
notes in a night ... virtually every
note I play is pretty importa ut. It
gives me exactly the musical
outlet I've always wanted. To get
yourself good enot.Jgh to win a
symphonic audition takes
hours ... same thing with jazz. The
harmonies in jazz are so advanced today, what you do with those
scales is a life-time work.''
Leonard Feather, jazz authority and critic for the Los Angeles
Times, named "Free Flight" the
"Combo of the Year" in 1982.

.group's repertoire consists of
classical works, piano sonatas
and transcriptions of standard
works for the group's instrumentation, jazz adaptations of classical works, as well as original
compositions.
Walker, the group's founder, is
nationally recognized as an out-standing classical flutist as well
as a solo jazz artist. In addition to
appearances as soloist and principal flutist with the L.A. Philharmonic, he has performed with the
· Pittsburgh Symphony, was invited by Zubin Mehta to play solo
principal flute with the New York
Philharmonic, and has shared
the solo spotlight with James
Galway and Jean-Pierre Rampa!.
Performing with ~•Free Flight"
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Review

Poor sound, boring· date.
mars Aerosmith show
by Eric Albrecht
Features Editor

I thought that I was in for a
simple evening of entertainment
in the Spokane Coliseum Sunday
night, ready to witness the questionable spectacle of an ugly
dinosaur rearing back it's head in
one last gasp before collapsing.
Yes, Aerosmith, the monster
group of the '70s, nobodies of the
'80s were in town.
Things got very complicated
during my simple evening of
entertainment. I should have
known that I was doomed from
the start when I picked up my
date, the only woman of my
acquaintance who was even remotely interested in Aerosmith. I
don't normally run around with
the headbanger crowd. My date
was dressed in a style that can
only accurately be described as
" early bimbo." Her outfit consisted of a denim miniskirt,
something that looked like an
oversized brassiere, and a grandmotherly-looking housecoat. I
didn't have the heart to tell her
she looked like she was ready for ,
an even'ing of standing.on a street
corner on East Sprague.' "Ear.ly
bimbo" might have suited. some
of the svelte teeny-boppers nmning around the Coliseum Sunday
night, but not on a chubby 24year-old.
We had a few drinks before
leaving for the show, a period.
during which·I was subjected to a
non-stop tirade on the woes of
being unemployed. I was more

than ready for the loud crunch of
newly returned Aerosmith lead
guitarist Joe Perry, just to shut
my date up. Is this what happens
to hardcore Aerosmith fans when
the reach their mid 20s?
Things went from bad to worse
when I got to the Coliseum box
office. I had been promised two
complimentary tickets by som~
Seattle nobody named Dan Bean,
of Bean and Father, local promoters of the show. Well, Dan Bean
didn't do beans for me. There
were no tickets there under my
name, or under the Easterner
name; or under any · possible
misspelling of either of those. So
now I was faced with about $35
worth of tickets to get into a show
that I really didn't want to see. I
guess Bean and Father aren't
interested in promoting their
crummy shows to a more sophisticated college audience.
After much gnashing of teeth,
swift talking and flashing of press
credentials to about a dozen
people, I managed t() wrangle a
couple of tickets and backstage
passes that belonged to a radio
contest winner who was a no
show. I would like to say that the
joke was on Dan Bean, but in
fact, the joke was on the people of
Spokane.

The· poor quality of the sound
and the treatment of some kids
who *-on a contest to umeet the
band'~ left a bad taste in my
mouth all evening.
We _finally got in about ten
minutes before Aerosmith took

the stage, and even ·managed to
land a spot right up front for
awhile. The excitement generated as Aerosmith came on was
marred by a jarring caucophony
of feedback and speakers getting
blown. It eventually began to
resemble the opening notes of
" Same Old Song and Dance," but
things were so bad at first that
Steven Tyler had to plug his ears
just to hear himself singing. You
remember Steven Tyler, the man
with the second ugliest set of lips
in rock 'n' roll. The biggest
surprise of the evening came
when I saw him backstage. He
isn't near as ugly in person as he
looks on stage or on television.
After crunching out .-a few
"classics" that pushed the band
to obnoxious excess in the mid'70s, the crew attempted to make
some, adjustments for the poor ·
acoustic quality of our illustrious
Coliseum. These adjustments
c'onsisted bf making the sound ·
resemble • poorly-tuned car radio being 'blasted through transistor speakers.
Despite the given factor of the
arena's acoustics, some power
did manage tQ make its way
through to the audience, thanks
to the ban<l's reliance on older,
more familiar material. Songs
from their latest effort, "Done
With Mirrors," didn't go over as
well, their unfamiliar riffs get- .
ting lost in the endless echo of our
premiere h~k~y arena. .
I wandered about to nearly
every point in the Coliseum in
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Souixie & the
Banshees
Men At Work
12 Everything I Need
The
Cure
13 Let's Go To Bed
14 Do You Wanna Hold Me Bow Wow Wow
Crazy 8's
IS Johnny Q
Oingo Boingo
16 No One Lives Forever
B-Movie
17 Remembrance Day
tloward Jones
18 Like To Get To Know
You Well
The Violent
19 Blister In The Sun
Femmes
Brian
Ferry
20 Don't Stop The Dance

1-8
4

15

search of better sound, which
proved to be an impossibility.
The most fun was up front, where
the most serious of the pre-pubescent tieadbangers were dancing and acting. cool. Teenage
girls, sitting on their boyfriend's
shoul<lers were throwing banners, signs and even a bra
onstage. I got a good laugh out of
the bra incident, as the garment
in question was obviously too
large for the girl's young teenage
frame. I wonder if her mother or
older sister is going to find her
underwear drawer raided?
The ·Bad -Boys from Boston
closed their show with an encore
performance of "Dreain On" and
most of the young crowd left the
Coliseum in an orderly manner,
seemingly unoffended by the poor
sound. Do young Spokanites know
good sound when they hear it?
Maybe they run around town with
~ their car radios slightly out of
tune, constantly in search of that
"good live music effect."
Things dido 't go any better
after the show. My hopes of an
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I don 't think Steven Tyler or
Joe Perry appreciated being
called "Steve Perry" by her. She
did get me a tour of one of those
luxury buses that the roadies
travel on. It was incredibly lush
. and filled with love starved rock
'n' roll tour:v-eteran·s. Ttiey wanted her to stay and I wanted her to
stay, but she ended up going back
into the Coliseum with me.
I finally got to drive my date
home, a 20 minute exercise in
listening to how she thought that
"Steve Perry" thought she was
cute. I dropped her off and
quickly locked the car doors in
case she thought that more was
required of me. Thus ended the
Aerosmith odyssey.

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
C>1-

2

interview with a band member
were dash~d when my .date decided that she wanted to play Lois
Lane, ace reporter, thereby totally destroying my credibility.
Groupies pretending to be reporters don't get very far, according
to Tom Greer, Aerosmith security agent and human mountain.
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Eagles tame ·ISU Bengals, 74-54
h., Steve Smith
Sports Editor

Nothing would go right for
Idaho State.
Sure baskets would bounce out
of the hoop. Good passes went
bad. Defensive rebounds would
go in Bengal hands and out of
bounds.
Nothing would work for Idaho
State. The biggest problem for
ISU, however, was that Eastern
Washington University's Eagles
were there to make all of the
Bengals misfortune work to their
advantage.
Three Eagles scored in double
figures and EWU controlled the
boards on both ends of the floor as
Eastern routed the road-weary
Bengals of Idaho State, 74-54
Monday night at Reese Court.
The Eagles were led by 6-foot-8
senior center John Randa, who
scored 13 and grabbed a career
high 18 rebounds. Roosevelt
Brown extended his streak of
scoring in double figures to 33
games as he scored 13, and
forward Rob Otis added 11. Donn
Holston and Dave Danforth led
ISU with 14 and 12 points respectively .
The Eagles controlled every
facet of the contest, as they
outrebounded the visiting Bengals, 51-28 while shooting 50
percent from the floor compared
to Idaho State's 38.3 percent.
According to both coaches, the
key to the game came on the
.. t?o.a rds. ,·

the Bengals 11-3 over the next
three minutes to build up a 25-11
lead. A lay-in by Randa extended
the lead to 15, 29-14, with 2:38
remaining , but ISU came back,
cutting the deficit to nine, 31-22 at
the half on baskets by Holston
and Danforth.
After a basket by Randa to
start the second half, Idaho State
put on a spurt of its own, outscoring the home team 8-3 to cut the
lead to four, 34-30, with 18:09
remaining.
"We made a nice comeback
and I was real pleased," said
Boutin. "During their <EWU's)
timeout, we told our guys to play
hard and play tough. We just
weren't able to do that . n
The Bengals, who have been
out on the road for five days,
couldn't stay with the Eagles
after Eastern 's timeout. Two
three-point plays, one after Randa scored on the rebound ot an
Otis freethrow after Otis had hit
the first, the other by Brown, put
the Eagles back on top by 11,
43-32 with 15: 35 left in the contest.
The closest Idaho State would
get after that would be nine,
43-34, when Danforth scored on a
lay-in with 14:29left.
Reserves Thompson, Dexter
Griffen and Eric Patterson led
Eastern down the stretch as the
Cheney five would lead by 20 at
~bree different times, including in
the final score.
"We had some poor ex~cution
on our part," I<'olda said. "Still,

"The boards is probably the
thing that won the game for us,"
said EWU coach Joe Folda.
"They were only getting only one
shot, and we were getting enough
offensive rebounds to make up
for our sloppy execution."
"We were a little bit shy on
strength inside and that really
hurt us ," said Bengal coach Jim
Boutin. "They just pushed us
out."
"Take a look at our players. We
just don't have big, physical
guys," said Boutin. "Randa killed us. He had a good game."
Idaho State would lead only
once in the contest, 3-2 with just
over two minutes gone. The
Eagles built a seven point lead,
14-7, on baskets by Randa, Brown
and David Thompson at the 10:45
mark of the first half.
Then Eastern went on its first
tear of the evening, outscoring

they played better defense when
we were at their .place."
"If you can move the ball
against their pressure, you're
going to get some easy shots,"
Foldasaid.

"We played tired. We lacked a
little heart and intensity and I
think it makes your weaknesses
show up a little bit," said Boutin.
" We're not very strong and physical, and we really got hurt."
In action from last week, the
Eagles took the Gem State's
other big gun, beating the Idaho
Vandals 79-67. EWU was led in
the contest by Brown with 17
points, Leroy Dean with 14 points
and seven assists, Thompson
with 16 and Otis with 14.
Eastern is now 13-7 on the•
season. ldaho State is 9-8. The
Eagles see their next action
Monday night as they host the
Bobcats of Montana State.

Forward Rob Otis scored 11 points in Monday night's win over ldah~ State.
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A ·2.0 GPA in college prep
classes is considered average,
and if 950 is the average SAT
score, a 700 is well below average. If this is the case, then black
educators seem to be trying to
tell us that black student intelligence in this c~untry is less than
below a~erage.
~ Is this possible? I tend to think

not.

Proposition 16 may affect some
institutions in this country. But
..
·on· the whole, the consequences
"· ·:· ',, ~ not a,, that widespread.
-. 'l'bin,ia~ it.
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The Eastern · Eagles women's
basketball team made easy work
of the Pilots of Portland State last
week, winning 80-53. Coach Bill
Smithpeters is still concerned.
How's that?
"It was encouraging, but we've
had encouraging moments before
and then we fell back," said
Smithpeters, referring to his
team's tendency to win one game
big then lose the next one. " Until
we get a string of good games
going, we can't say we're there
yet."
Eastern broke away with a UHl
spurt in the first half in their
Mountain West Athletic Confer-

ence game. Junior Brenda Souther powered the Eagles; scoring
31 points and grabbing 14 rebounds. Her effort netted her this
week ' s MWAC Player-of-theWeek honors .
After Souther had got into foul
trouble early, Christy Cochran '
picked up the slack, scoring 17 of
her 26 points and grabbing nine
rebounds in the second half.
The Eagles are now 2-1 in the
MWAC, 7-7 overall. They next see
action Friday agat~::t Weber
State and Saturday against Idaho
State. Both games are scheduled
for Reese Court.
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AD's speak out about new NCAA regulations
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor
Two weeks ago, the NCAA
concluded it's 80th annual convention in New Orleans, passing
two major propositions while
either failing to pass or not vote
on another.

One of the proposals that was
passed was the controversial
Proposition 16, putting the finishing touches on a rule that will use
standa1;dized ACT and SAT
scores to determine eligibility of
incoming freshmen. The proposal met with much opposition
from predominantly black
schools.
The other item that received
approval from the convention
body will set up mandatory drugtesting for all athletes who .would
be competing in championship or
bowl contests.
Those items which did not
survive the convention were a
proposal from the Southwest Conference to ban boosters recruit-

ing on campus and a Big Sky
Conference proposal to extend
eligibility for athletes from four
to five years.
In interviews this week, three
regional college's athletic directors expressed their opinions on
the four topics; University of
Idaho AD Bill Belknap, Gonzaga 's Dan Fitzgerald and EWU's
Ron Raver.
On the topic of Proposition 16:
Belk~ap: "We preferred the
position of the black schools to
drop the test scores. What passed
was a watered down version of
Proposition 48. That's all right,
but I'm not pleased with it."
Fitzgerald: "We took a difficult position, for us, because
we took it as an ethical position
between athletics and· academics. My personal feeling was
that it's up to each institution to
~sically allow their own system."
Raver: "The immediate effect

is that it's going to narrow
the pool of eligible candidates for
scholarship programs. That's going to make recruiting a little
more difficult. I think it's quite
discriminatory in terms of the
effect it will have on opportunities for average students to participate in Division 1 athletics."
On the topic of drug-testing:
Fitzgerald: "The body has
finally pulled it's head out of the
sand and now we realize we have
a problem. There's two areas to
attack on the drug problem.
There's . testing and there's
education. The trouble that goes
on now isn't just going to go
away. We have to educate people
about drugs. I think that's the
first problem, then the reha_bilitation process."
Raver: "In concept, I don't
necessarily think it's a bad thing
because it's 'certainly not been
··proven that steriods or any of the
street drugs are helpful to any-

body's health."
Belknap: "I think it's probably
necessary. Drug use is a significant problem in our society-athletes are not immune to it.
Anything we can do to deter it,
we'll do."
On the topic of boosters:
Raver: "The main reason it
failed was because it would be
unenforceable. It said that only
people directly associated with
the university could recruit. Well,
hell, it'd be simple to put a
booster in a one-hour aerobics ·
class and there he is-now he's a
student at the university and he
can become involved in the recruiting process."
·
Belknap: "Under that proposition, if a booster at a basketball game says something on a
concourse, you're in violation of
the rule. It just isn't practical."
Fitzgerald: --- "I had mixed
feelings because we just don't
have that problem. In all honesty,

we depend on our boosters' dollars. Our alumni and boosters
help us a great deal, as long as
it's done correctly.''
On the topic of extended eligibility:
Raver: "As it is looked at
more closely, with the positive
economic ramifications of it being a good thing, in the next
couple of years it will be passed.''
Fitzgerald: "I was very disappoint~d it didn't get voted
on. I think it was an excellent
proposal, because it would balance out the numbers. The only
valid complaint I heard was that
there'd be less opportunity, but it
would· address the early spreading of t~e academic situation for
a lot of student athletes."
-Belk8'ap: •'It's a good idea,
people were very supportive of it.
It's a new idea, maybe too much
so. We had support from a lot of
people. Had it been voted on, it'd
have been close."

Eagle quarterlack looks towards _pro future
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor
In the two years that he started
as quarterback for the Eastern
Eagles, Rick Worman set or tied
12 school passing records, 10 this
year. He is now the ~eading
passer and total offense gainer in
the history of Eastern.
With this in mind, some might
wonder what he will do for an
encore.
'lbat is, if he gets the chance to
do an encore performance in the
professional football ranks. .
It's a question a lot o( top
athletes at small colleges around
the country are asking themsel. ves.
What do I do now?
,
"To tell you the_ truth, it's
really out of. my hands," said
Worman. "I'd like to go on· and
give my best shot at trying to
play professionally, whether it be
in the NFL or Canada.
"At this point, I'm kind of in a
waiting game to see if the people

who've talked to me are reaplly,
truly interested," Worman ·said.
"I've had a number of scouts at
practice talk to me, but you just
don't . really know how they're
going to rate you or grade you
com~red to the other quarterbacks ·that are seniors and are
comilq&,out this year."

But what if the possibility of not
playing pro ball becomes a reality? Worman is realistic enough
to realize that being passed over

or cut by the pros is possible.
"I'm prepared to live out my
life. I gave 13 years to football,"
said Worman. "I'd most likely go
back home to California and work
for some business. I'm prepared
if nothing happens."
However, he still doesn't relish
the idea of sitting back and
watching others do what he feels
he is best qualified for.
"It'd be frustrating, because
I'd be sitting there as an armchair quarterback saying 'I wish
I'd have a chance to compete
with them,' " Worman said. "I'd
just be grateful for the things that
I accomplished and try to go on.
"I thought my ends were shut
off-, at Fresno (State) playing
behind the coach's son," Worman
said. "I'm happy I got a chance to
compete in college."
Still, professional teams are
always looking to.fill their training camps with good, young
· players to find "the best athlete
available." So, Worman is left
then with two possible optionsthe NFL or CFL draft, or free
agency.
'I'o some extent, he'd almost
pr·efer the latter. "I'd be very
honored if I was drafted, although it might be more
advantagous for me, coming out
of a small college, if I was a free
agent," said Worman. "If you're

a free agent, you get a choice of
teams to go to. If you're drafted,
you have to go to that team."
So, now the question. Where to
go? Worman holds a realistic
position on that as well.
"I know I'm not a superstar,
like <Iowa quarterback) Chuck
Long or ( Brigham Young quarterback) Robbie Bosco," said .
Worman. "I'd have to go to a
situation where I feel I have the
best chance to make the team."
On the other hand, Worman
knows what he likes as far as
''situations'' go.
"I'd love to play in a system
similar to that of coach (Bill)
Walch's <San Francisco 49ers),"
Worman said. "Somewhere that
the quarterback is not just a
mechanical person, going out and
doing wtiat the coach says, but
being more involved where he's
going to use his head, because
that's the kind o_!_elayer-1 feel f am."
., ,
.
There ·a re, of course, two other
possible options for Worman to
turf\ to. First, there's the Canadian Football League ... .
"I'm not real familiar with the
CFL," said Worman. "I've never
had any atm trouble and one
advantage for me in Canada is
that I'm pretty mobile. I can
move around and they like quarterbacks who can throw on the
run."

The world is waitiDg.
Be an exchange student.

1
1

r

International Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new schools.
Make new friends.
H you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bring our world -·
together, send for
information.
VANDERFORD'&
18122nd
(next to lj.lquor Store)
235-5771

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE

... Pueblo, Colorado 81009

~ The International Youth Exchange.

...or the United States Football
League. "I wouldn't pursue the
USFL unless t.'1ey signed an
agreement with the NFL," Wor~
man said. "It's to inconsistent as
far as their situation, and I'm not
going to put my body on the line if
I'm not going to get paid for it.
"I'm getting a lot of questions
about 'what are you going to do
here, what are you going to do
there?'" Worman said. "I've had
some minor contacts, but it's
basically a waiting game and I
have to be convinced that I'm
going to get a consistent paycheck before I'd go to the USFL."
A kid with potential. A strong
armed-quarterback playing at an
NCAA Division 1-AA school, looking for a chance to make it big in
the pros. Dozens of stories like it
cross sports pages every week.
Some make it big. Some go home
and fiang on to their memories of
college glory.
Rick Worman is one of those
stories, hoping to make it big. But
for now, he waits.
"It's more or less a waiting
game right now until Canada gets
a hold of me or the NFL draft,"
Worm~n said. "I know I can play
in the NFL. Watching the guys
play, I feel I can compete with
them in the same areas that
they're in now."
So he waits. If he's lucky, or
been good enough in the past, he
may get his chance.
If . he's good enough in the
future, he may make it big.

·
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Eagle Scoreboard

EWU 74, IDAHOSTATE54
. ISU (54)
Graefe 3, Bosen 2, Rohr 6, Hop 4, Gaitor 5, Holston 14, Rhode 4,
Garrity 4, Danforth 12, Van Grouw, Purvis, Yetenekian.
FG 23-60 ( 38.3%), FT 8-18 ( 44.4%).
EWU (74)
Brown 13, Goldwire 4, Griffen 8, Dean 7, Banks 7, Otis 11, Thompson
6, Patterson 3, Perkins 2, Randa 13, Hudgens, Martin.
FG 31-62 (50%), FT 12-22 (54.5%) .
Rebounds : EWU 51 ( Randa 18), ISU 28.
Assists: EWU 20 (Dean 6), ISU 16.
EWU 79, IDAHO 67
IDAHO (67)
Stalik 3, Labat 10, Luckett 4, Carey 11, Heads 13, Verret 9, Noel 2,
Haskins 8, Coleman 5, Gregg 2.
FG29-58 (50%), FT9-19 (47.4%).
EWU (79)
Brown 17, Gaulding 2, Hudgens 7, Dean 14, Banks 2, Otis 14,
Thompson 16, Patterson 3, Randa 4, Griffen.
FG 30-65 ( 46.2 % ) , FT 19-24 (79.2%).
;

STATISTICS
Home: 9-1
Away: 3-6
Neutral: 1-0l
G FG% FT%
A REB PTS AVG
20 .498 .694
37
81 358 17.9
20 .463 .674
37
96 245 12.3
20 .459 .611
7.8
47 179 155
7.5
20 .477 .804 102
55 149
,18 .571 .735
5.8
36 105
I
5.5
19 .533 :721
71
104
8
91
4.6
20 .415 .542
12
24
2.6
18 .355 .600
II
53
46
16 .424 .833
17
10
33
2.1
2
16
1.6
lO .467 .soo
5
11
22
1.5
15 .278 .800
9
1.0
8 .500 .667
2
12
8
0
0.0
5 .000
0
2
0
0.0
1
0
0
20 .472 .689 288 694 1332 66.6

Team Totals

•

WOMEN'S BASK~TBALL
EWU 80, PORTLAND STATE 53

PSU (53)
Vetter 3, De:Young IJ, Coughlin 4, McCanlies 16, Kuntz 14, Liebl 4,
Howell 4, Cerken, Hollcraft, Schrunk, Brehn.
FG 19-53 (35.8%), FT 15-18 (82.5%).
EWU(80)

Gaubinger 2, ~oh~l 2, Stewart 1, Cochran 26, Dickson 2, Danner i3,
Taylor 3; Souther 31, Bannister, Karnes, Byerly.
FG 33-62 (53.4%), FT 14:.19 (73.6%).
Rebounds: EWU 39 (Souther 14), PSU 28.
Assists: EWU23 1(Johal 10), PSU9. ·
'
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STAT1st-rcs

(Overall Record: 7-7_
Player
Souther, Brenda
Cochran, Cristy
Danner, Lisa
Johal, Roj
Gaubinger, Sonya
Taylor, Kathy
Byerly, Gretchen
Dickson, Monica
Stewart, Collette
Edwards, Stacey
Kniseley, Jennifer
. Karnes, Kris
Wolkey, Janet
Bannister, Caralin
Team Totals

--------WRESTLING--------EWU 25, IDAHO STATE 21
118 Burke (E) d. Steve Templeton, 19-8
126 Andy Somara (P) p. Ward, 2:55
134 Phil Anthony (P) d. Anderson, 9-3
142 Chris Wolfe (P) d. Raptis, 5-2
150 Perrin (E) win by forfeit
158 Tim Bloom (P) d. Chris Hall, 7-0
167 Niles CE) d. Tim Pickett, 12-2
177 Bonthius (E) win oy tech. fall
190Tim Floyd CE) p. MikeHarto, 1:02
HWY Arond Schoenberg ( P) p. Porter, 1: 42

EWU 26, PACIFIC LUfflERAN 21
118 Shawn Burke ( E) d. Julio Torres, 10-1
126 Troy Ward (E) d. Curt Silva, U-7 ·
134 Bjorn Anderson (E) win by forfeit
142 Alex Raptis (E) win by forfeit .
150 Bryce Hall (IS) p. Tom Perrin, 3:47
158 Vince Gonzalves (IS) Chris Hall, 7-1
167 Tracy Niles (E) d. Rene Yerey; 4-0
1'77 ·Mark Bonthius <E) d . Mark Bird, 13-6
190 Chris Pease ( IS) p. Chris Boni, 5:28
HWY Jim Nielsen (IS) p. Alton PQrter, ~:03

d:

-----.----SPORTS SCHEDULE--------

Friday, Jan. 24
Women's Hoop: vs. Weber
State at Reese Court, 7:30p.m.
Wrestling: vs. Clackamas C.C.
in Oregon City, 7:30,p.m.

E.W.U.
WE WINT
,aa
II NELSON
British Columbia
Canada to

lelebrate ind
Enjoy

5 Days of Off Beat
Fun for Participants
and Spectators Alike .

'8&

Saturday, Jan. ZS

Women's Hoop: vs,. Idaho State
at Reese Court, 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling: at Portland Classic
in Portl~nd, all day.
Coed Indoor Track: EWU Invitational No. 1, "to a.m.
Monday, Jan. Z'1
Men's Hoop: vs. Montana State
at Reese Court, 7:30p.m.
·

Feb. &th thru 9th
...,.

• lutliou11 I■- -• P1rlll11
• Polar liar Dip • 11111011 Copa
• T111-1-W1r'1 • Inn Wnllll111
• Fir1wort.1 • Nook11 • D11011
• T1l1nt Show • ·Indoor Sooo1r
• Sno• lymplo1 • Skl-Slo-Pitoh

10

"

w•NC.ouvl•

~ 1-'/1 ~

ALIEIITA

o"'\:'

c•-•O• u11111, r.toeo•o••
sr•ru
,,.,,,.,..,,o,.•1.

• Sno10lf • W1ffln 11011
• 11 ,DID In Prl111 I Dr1w1. .

• COEUR
O' ALENE

· · · - •· ·- ,

Home: S-4
Away: 2-3
MWAC: 2-U
G FG.,, FT%
A REB , PTS AVG
7 .578 .667
8
78 140 20.0
14 .506 .714
42 135 212 15.1
14 .496 .688
10
72 154 11.0
14 .298 .763
95 · 21
193
7.4
14 .377 .514
30
69
98
7.0
14 .382 .733
4
31
63
4.5
12 .415 .667
4
32
44
3.7
9 .409
4
13
18
2.0
14 .333 .583
24
45
78
5.6
8 .SOO .333
5
7
10
1.3
4 .333
l
2
2
0.5
13 .154 .500
6
6
6 0.5
4 .000 .SOO
O
O
I
OJ
3 .000
2
4
0 0.0
14 .428 .657 235 568 929 66.4

Wednesday,Jan.22
Wrestling: vs. Big Bend C.C. at
Reese Court, 7:301).m.

Easterner

· _....,._--~-;,

- - - - - - - M E N ' S BASKETBALL-------

(Overall Record: 13-7
Player
Brown, Roosevelt (G)
Otis, Rob (F)
Randa, John (Cl
Dean, Leroy (GI
Thomp&9n, David (F-<;:)
Banks, David (Fl
Griffen, Dexter (G·F)
Patterson, Eric (F)
Goldwire, Alphonso (G)
Gaulding, Greg (0)
Hudgens, K~n (G-F)
Perkins, Nate (F)
Wiese, Mark (F)
Martin, Joey (0)

H,t:

I

-- - CATCH THE POWDER FORMULA

FOR

SKI-WHITEWATER

ONLY

s900

U.S.
Funds

I
II

Valid,. only Feb. 5-9, 1986 Upon presentation of E. W.U. Student I.D. Card

RESERVE YOUR ROOMSI

TOLL ,AIEE 11m,1n1n
IIITEI STITES
1-IINl..111

n•

•LODGING. un
•IATaWll COLOR T.V.
• FULL KITCHIN UNIT

,~ j l

N'ELSON. a.c.

, (60t) 352-5501

services ltd.

Dl!JRING SNOFEST .

BREAKFAST ON l!.Vi $2.50

QUEEN'S H01iEt

. "KENNEY SHAW .SHOW"
In the Savoy Bar
Dancing Nightly In KIPS

Phone (604) 352-5351

Single
$22 Cdn.

Double
. From

S'l4 coN.
T

~

NELSON'S NO. 1 NIGHTSPOT
''THE BOILER ROOM"

SAVOY INN

188 Baktr St.
Nelson, B.C.

th
and

eViking

WWowBay
weotrw .. .

motels SNOFEST

:~~~fTE TV
422 Vemon St •• Ntllon (804) 352-5331

North Shore Inn
•Nelson's Newest·
AS LOW AS

$1 0

U.S. Funds

P.P.P.N.
For Re1ervatlon1: Call Collect:

(604) 352-8606

Phone

(804) 352-7215

·

• 43 DELUXE UNITS
IN 2 lAKESHORE
LOCATIONS

SPECIAL

40 %

Exchange on
U.S. Currency

WHITEWATER &
SIi PICIIIES, ;,IIED
MOUNTAIN
EUii IIISWNTI NIT SPIIIIS

For enquiries or Reservations:
Phone (804) 352-3595 or

TOLL FREE

1·800-883-8788

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEME CONTACT:

NellOft Sno-Fest Society, lox 833
Mel10n, I.C. Canada Vl L 559 or
Phone (604) 352-9774
PAKINERS IN

la.JRs.i-

-
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Gallery from page 1
pressed enthusiasm at having
Twedt return , citing his ~edication to the program as an incentive for his return.
" The pay is low," Hawkins
said. " He's willing to do this for
us because he cares so much
about the program ."
The job of a gallery director,

according to Hawkins, is to oversee all aspects of putting on a
show, including budgeting, installation, public relations and scheduling exhibits .
The first exhibit to be rescheduled is the Northwest
Ceramics Invitational, to be held
soon after March 1, according to

Hawkins. Also being put on display is the previously cancelled
Karen Harris Exhibit in the
Showalter Gallery . There will
also be an exhibit co-sponsored
by the Women's Center t.o be displayed at the Spokane Center,
although the date of that program
is yet to be announced.

?

~

.

t 0

.

.,. '

"Hold that scalpel firmly, look that frog straight In the belly and
remember ... no guts. no glory. Go get 'em Morton."

1808 Seco~d St. Ch~ney fnext to Jarms Hardware)

Student library moves
to upstairs location
The Student Library Collection
of paperback books, previously
located in the basement of JFK
Library, has been moved to the
upper floor of the library near the
periodicals and newspapers.
The move to the "more spacious and attractive" location
·was announced by Joan Tracy,
Assistant Librarian for Technical
Services.
.
The Student Library Collection
\
includes approximately 1,50(! paperback books for recre~fional
reading. There are als,9 's everal

magazines displayed in the reading area.
Most of the books available are
purchased with funds from the
Associated Students, while others
are received as gifts. Tracy is
responsible for selecting the
books in the collection, and said
any suggestions for future additions are welcome.
Donations to the collection are
also gladly accepted, especially
science fiction and mysteries,
Tracy said. Book donations can
be left at the circulation desk in
the library.

r . . . . . . . . .--.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.

I ~ . SHOWIE'S ~ I·
" II
1I "
Happy Howr 4 p.m.-6 p.m.
I $2.~ l?itcherrs 75$ Pimts I

I Thursdav -

Live Music

I

~*~***********~****◄
IFr1day - Spaghetti Feedl

I
I
i

All you can eat pl1:.1s
a Pint of Pilsner

$3.50

I
I
i

t••·••··••••••••••••I
i
KEGS TO GO
1·
il,.,.,,..,.,,.,.,..,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,,..,,.,..,,..,J
235-6294
i

YOU·R COMPLETE

IDE
SliORE

VCR SALES AND RENTALS
HUGE MOVIE SELECTION
ALL THE .LAT,aST RELEASES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

featuring the

~

KARIZMAJICS
Friday ~ $2.00 cover
Saturday EWU Night no cover
$2.00 pitchers of Rainier
fro.m 9:00 to 1:00

Sl!JPER·BOWL SPE.Cl!AL

· $2.00 pitcher$ .
dQ:rring the game
· w ·EDNESDAY

1808 Sec~nd St. Cheney fnext to Jarms Hardware)

25c .SCHOONERS
f:rollil 8:00 ·to 9:00

